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Sports franchises are more business-savvy than ever, which means they understand the value of
producing lots of different jerseys for their fans to buy. That includes even the ugliest pieces of mesh and
polyester they can think of. 

In an ode to sports fashion, here are 10 of the most questionable alternate jerseys that have been
produced. (Not included here are one-time mistakes by the Broncos and Eagles. And the Jets were let of
the hook as well.)

In order to find out exactly how the following jerseys were viewed by the fashion world, Maximonline
recruited Sabrina Alexis Newman, the founder and editorial director of fashion and lifestyle Web site
ANewMode.com. She rated all the jerseys from 1-10, with '1' representing the least atrocious and '10'
meaning the team should probably think about burying any evidence of the jersey. She also rated 'Yes'
or 'No' on whether a guy could comfortably wear each jersey top in public. (If you need more sports
fashion advice from Sabrina, you can Tweet her: @anewmode.):
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1. Pittsburgh Steelers 

Sabrina: You really can't go wrong with this one -- it’s both classic and cool without any of the goofy or
cartoonish elements seen on most other jerseys. Black and yellow combined usually looks very
bumblebee, but these two colors are able to exist together quite well here. I think it works because the
yellow has a more subdued, golden appearance and isn't obnoxiously bright. If you like wearing jerseys
as your fashion, this is a good one to go with.

Wear in public? Sabrina says Yes.

Kyle: We cheated on this one. While the yellow helmet get-up technically has been the Steelers'
alternate jersey for home games since 2007, it's also a throwback jersey from 1947-62. People must
have loved yellow back then, since that's the only reasonable explanation for that. Good thing no other
team wears yellow helmets...oh, wait, the Packers. If Green Bay fans are to be known as Cheeseheads,
then Pittsburgh fans should officially be called Roethlisbergerheads -- at least until he goes to jail.
 

2. Houston Texans 

Sabrina: On the field, it looks like a red-Martian invasion. Who in the world thought it was a good idea to
make these poor guys wear all red? That is just never okay. As a stand-alone, however, the jersey isn't
that bad. It's fresh looking, but not over-the-top and has enough traditional elements to work as a visually
appealing jersey.  I'm not really crazy about dudes wearing red, it's definitely better suited for the ladies,
but this style is workable.

Wear in public? Sabrina says Yes.

Kyle: It looks like a giant ketchup packet exploded in the Texans' locker room. Red is known to convey
confidence and energy. Tiger Woods wears it on the Sundays of tournaments to show he's on the prowl.
(And apparently in more ways than one from what we've learned about him.) Yet all the confidence and
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ferocity in the world haven't pushed the Texans to the postseason yet. The Web site
sensationalcolor.com explains that in Jamaica, 'red' is a slang term for someone who is drunk.
Considering that's the state under which the Texans have looked like they've played for most of their
franchise history, maybe the red uniforms make sense after all.
 

3. Houston Rockets 

Sabrina: Okay, it kind of looks like Zack Morris' Bayside High basketball uniform with a Ronald
McDonald-inspired twist. That aside, I don't think this uniform is all that bad. I really appreciate the
simplicity. The colors aren't blinding, the font is appropriately sized and basic, and there aren't any
unnecessary design elements, which can be distracting and tacky. I think the style is a little retro -- it kind
of reminds me of what basketball players in the 70's would wear, minus the itsy-bitsy shorts. But there's
nothing wrong with keeping it classic! 

Wear in public? Sabrina says Yes.

Kyle: I'm gonna have to go and disagree with Sabrina on this one. Indefensible is the only word I can
think of. Actually, I can think of six more but I want to hear them only from Yao Ming: "Would you like
fries with that?" Seriously, anytime I've watched the Rockets play in these uniforms, I've half-expected
Ronald McDonald to launch himself out of a cannon or dunk a ball off a trampoline. What happens if a
Rockets fan goes into a McDonald's wearing this jersey? Is he sent to french fry duty on the spot?
Houston should really let go of red altogether.
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4. New Orleans Hornets 

Sabrina: There is a lot going on here, which I guess is to be expected for a New Orleans team. Three
really striking colors combined, the graphic stenciled print on the sides, the embroidered blue-and-white
lining -- this is definitely one of the flashier styles. However, I really think that everything comes together
nicely and all the design elements complement each other without being overpowering. If you're gonna
wear this out, I would recommend keeping everything else relatively subdued to avoid looking like you're
off to a costume party. 

Wear in public? Sabrina says Yes.

Kyle: I was watching a recent Hornets game while they wore these acid trip-induced uniforms and I
couldn't figure out why three teams were playing. That is, until I noticed after five straight minutes of
confusion that the Hornets had different colors on the front and back. You must be sober to figure out
these unis. Otherwise, befuddlement sets in and soon any guy who's been apart of the Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity recognizes his colors, freaks out and finds his paddle to bash in the TV screen.
 

5. Washington Wizards 

Sabrina: This would be Lady Gaga's uniform of choice if she were in the NBA. The combination of the
gold and the stars is just a wee bit too flashy and femme for most guys to wear, but hey, different
strokes for different folks. This is the kind of jersey bound to get snatched up by your girlfriend, as it
should. This shade of muted gold is a big trend right now! 

Wear in public? Sabrina says No.

Kyle: I'd like to say that these uniforms are the smoking gun for the Wizards' on-court failures, but that
just seems inappropriate given the off-court activities of some of their players. So I said it anyway. After
two straight terrible seasons, what Wizards fans could possibly be expected to rock these star-laden tank
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tops in public? The heinousness (that is a word) of these uniforms is especially shocking since they
come from the same franchise which produced the beautiful red, white and blue 'Bullets' throwbacks
during the short-lived Michael Jordan Era.
 

6. Atlanta Hawks 

Sabrina: Obey your thirst for ugly!  Are you shooting a Sprite commercial? No? Then this is not okay.
And what’s with the blue stripe running across the front? That’s just adding insult to injury. Neon colors
like this one made a brief comeback last season when designers tried to resurrect the 80s. Instead of
catching on, the trend taught us all a valuable lesson: leave the '80s colors where they belong -- in the
past! 

Wear in public? Sabrina says No.

Kyle: As with the Steelers jerseys, these are throwbacks, apparently from the early '70s when eccentric
looks were slightly more understandable. This jersey seems like it would be better suited for a team in
Will Ferrell's Semi-Pro, which was probably the league the Hawks deserved to play in when they wore
this contraption in 2003. It actually might not be a bad strategy for the Hawks to bust these babies out
for one of their playoff games if for nothing else than to induce shock and awe on their opponent.
 

7. Seattle Seahawks 

Sabrina: This is what happens when you go to a rave, accidentally swallow a glow stick, and throw up
the next day. It also kind of reminds me of that green slime from Nickelodeon. Or Key-lime pie. The point
is, there are no positive associations with this day-glo monstrosity. I appreciate the fact that they broke
up the colors with navy sleeves. However, the subtle qualities of the navy only enhance the
outrageousness of the neon green, so that's a fail. If you’re gonna wear neon, it needs to be in a subtle
way and that’s just impossible with such an abrasive jersey. 
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Wear in public? Sabrina says No.

Kyle: Sabrina is spot-on -- glow sticks, Nickelodeon slime and key lime pie is definitely what I think of
when I see these crap-tastic jerseys. You know the guy from college who danced with the glow sticks at
frat parties and did the swirly things with his hands? Do you remember how badly you wanted to punch
him? That's how I feel when I see T.J. Houshmandzadeh. (That might also be because he destroyed my
fantasy football team last year.)
 

8. Minnesota Wild 

Sabrina: This looks like something a lumberjack would wear to his local townie bar, or what Sarah
Palin's husband would wear on one of their moose hunting expeditions.   Everything about this, from the
font to the color to the design, gives this jersey a very vintage feel but not in a good way. It kind of looks
like something that was fished out of a box in the basement of some hockey museum (if such things
exist!). 

Wear in public? Sabrina says No.

Kyle: If there were a professional hockey league for men 70 years old and up, this would be the type of
jersey they would sport. Vintage, indeed. It's not quite as outrageous as the Hawks or the Wizards -- it's
more dull than ugly. Which is the same that can be said for the NHL at the moment.
 

9. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Sabrina: No one potty trained should be allowed to wear this much baby blue. And the blocks of white
aren't helping matters either; it might not be as bad if they went with black to toughen this uniform up a
bit. And if all that wasn't enough, they stuck a dorky cartoon of a hockey-playing penguin in the middle!
Did a team member's mommy design this? I just can't imagine any guy, no matter how hot he may be,
looking attractive in this. Leave it for the 2-year-olds, boys.

Wear in public? Sabrina says No.

Kyle: Here is the best way to take all the toughness out of a hockey player. These are also throwbacks,
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from 1968-69, but these baby blues do nothing to excite fans the way the San Diego Chargers'
throwbacks do. Black and gold is what comes to mind for a Pittsburgh team (think Steelers and Pirates),
not cream puff colors. The Penguins might as well skate around the ice with signs that say, "Feel free to
laugh at us as we try to hit you." Crosby should just go back to Canada.
 

10. Charlotte Bobcats

Sabrina: Gentleman, start your engines for the cheesiest jersey I've ever seen. Checkers, really??
Checkers should never be worn, EVER (unless your a NASCAR driver because that's just part of the
schtick). I do like the bluish-grey color of the rest of the uniform. It's subtle and I think this color looks
great on most guys. However, those checkers and that blaring red lining negate any positives. There is
just way too much going on here and I can’t think of a better word to sum this up than 'ridiculous.' 

Wear in public? Sabrina says No.

Kyle: Yes, this is what America needs -- more NASCAR and racing references. In an attempt at
crossover appeal for a sport in which the mark of a fine athletic performance is to make an efficient left-
hand turn, the Bobcats produced this mess. It makes me more nauseated than the smell of Jose Cuervo.
God help us all if the Bobs wear this in the playoffs.
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